Summary of proposals

We have consulted widely with
a range of groups to understand
views on our proposals. As well
as immediate neighbours, we
have spoken tcouncillors, cultural
institutions, design professionals
and the wider public.
The vast majority of people believe
the site is in need of refurbishment,
which we agree is an urgent
priority, as well as the importance
of delivering step-free access to
the ticket hall and Circle & District
Line.
A significant majority of
respondees also welcomed our
proposals to sensitively restore
the listed Arcade and heritage led
restoration at Thurloe Street.

Providing a new
fire escape exit

Designing with
appropriate materials
that reflect the local
context

Introducing new
onsite accessible
affordable homes

Revising the height
on Pelham Street
to respond to the
immediate context

Ensuring appropriate
uses, with retail
space limited to
the western end of
Pelham Street
Ensuring the station
platforms remain
open and uncovered

Protecting and
enhancing the
heritage of the site

Potential future public realm
improvements
Beyond our current proposals,
Native Land and TfL would like
to explore the opportunity to
make improvements to the wider
public realm, with agreement
from the Council and relevant
stakeholders, such as the piazza
and the subway tunnel.
We are excited to play a longterm role in supporting this
should our proposals be granted
planning consent.

Revising the height
of the Bullnose while
still delivering on its
significance as the
arrival point to the
cultural quarter

Sensitively restoring
important historic
features with expert
heritage input

Delivering new
entrance and stepfree access to the
ticket hall and District
& Circle Line
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Massing rationale

“…The panel is supportive of the proposed approach to mending this piece of townscape, which has long been compromised by the Victorian rail
infrastructure…”
Royal Borough of Kensington & Chelsea’s Architecture Appraisal Panel

Led by the scale and form of the context, we aim to repair the urban fabric, reconnecting the site
to its surrounding streets & squares and creating a building of appropriate civic presence at the
Bullnose.
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